Smartphone use motivation and problematic smartphone use in a national representative sample of Chinese adolescents: The mediating roles of smartphone use time for various activities
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ABSTRACT

Background and aims: Previous studies on smartphone use motivation (SUM) and problematic smartphone use (PSU) have been limited in the utilization of regional samples of emerging adults (e.g., college students) and also in the foci on the direct association between SUM and PSU. To address such gaps, using data from a large, national representative sample of Chinese young adolescents and their parents this study examined the associations between adolescents' various types of SUM and their PSU, and also tested the potential mediating roles of smartphone use time (SUT) that adolescents spent on various activities in such associations.

Methods: A nationwide representative sample of 8,261 Chinese adolescents (Mage = 12.86 years old, SD = 1.76; 42.6% females) and their parents (49% mothers) participated in this survey study. Results: Instrumental SUM (i.e., to expand knowledge or acquire information) was associated negatively with PSU via longer SUT spent on learning and shorter SUT spent on entertainment and communication. Self-expression SUM (i.e., to gain acceptance and recognition of others by maintaining or improving self-images) was associated with longer SUT spent on both learning and entertainment, which, in turn, predicted lower and higher levels of PSU, respectively. Lastly, hedonic SUM (i.e., to gain pleasure) was associated positively with PSU via longer SUT spent on entertainment and communication. Discussion: These findings contribute to the literature by adding greater specificity in our understanding of the implications of SUM and SUT in the etiology of PSU during the critical life stage of adolescence in a Chinese cultural context.
INTRODUCTION

Recent national reports (China Internet Network Information Center, 2016; Ji, Shen, Yang, & Ji, 2018) showed that about 90% of Chinese adolescents used smartphones in their daily lives. Adolescents have relatively lower levels of self-control primarily due to the immaturity of cortical development (Casey & Caudle, 2013; Steinberg, Albert, Cauffman, Banich, Graham, & Woolard, 2008), and they tend to be more enthusiastic about the use of new electronic devices while growing up and living in an era of unprecedented advancements in smart technologies, especially smartphones (Bianchi & Phillips, 2005; Kim, 2017). Therefore, they may be more susceptible to the development of problematic smartphone use (PSU) than adults (Chóliz, 2012; Lopez-Fernandez, Honrubia-Serrano, Freixa-Blanxart, & Gibson, 2013). Furthermore, PSU has also been consistently demonstrated to elevate adolescents’ risk for a wide array of developmental problems, including mental disorders (Yen et al., 2009), academic failures (Seo, Park, Kim, & Park, 2016), and interpersonal difficulties (Chen, Yan, Tang, Yang, Xie, & He, 2016).

People are motivated by various needs to use media (Katz, Blumler, & Gurevitch, 1974; LaRose, Lin, & Eastin, 2003; Park, 2010), and thus phone use motivation has long been suggested as a crucial antecedent in the development of PSU (Kardefelt-Winther, 2014). Previous studies have examined associations between different types of phone use motivation and PSU, but these studies have been limited in their utilization of regional samples of college students (Chen, Zhang, Gong, Zhao, Lee, & Liang, 2017; Khang, Kim, & Kim, 2013; Wang, Wang, Gaskin, & Wang, 2015). Moreover, little is known about the mediating mechanisms via which different motivations may contribute to PSU (Chen et al., 2017).

Media use time is a potential mediator, given its associations with both media use motivations (Alhabash, Park, Kononova, Chiang, & Wise, 2012; Hong & Chiu, 2016; Koc & Gulyagci, 2013) and problematic media use (Bae, 2017; Haug, Castro, Min, Filler, Kowatsch, & Schaub, 2015; Lin et al., 2015). Notably, specific types of smartphone use for various activities/goals may have distinct unique effect on PSU. For instance, prior research has demonstrated that excessively using smartphone for online gaming or social interactions might contribute to PSU (Bae, 2017; Salehan & Negahban, 2013; Van Deursen, Bolle, Hegner, & Kommers, 2015), while using smartphone for learning seemed to be unrelated to PSU (Jeong, Kim, Yum, & Hwang, 2016). Thus, differentiating smartphone use time spent on various activities may be a potential avenue to obtain a more nuanced understanding of how smartphone use time may heighten the risk of PSU.

The current study conducted a process model using data from a large, nationally representative sample of Chinese adolescents (N = 8,261). Specifically, we examined (a) whether adolescents’ different types of smartphone use motivations (i.e., instrumental, self-expression, hedonic, and social relationship motivations) were differentially associated with their PSU, and also tested (b) the mediating roles of time adolescents spent on various activities when using smartphones (i.e., learning, entertainment, and communication activities) in such associations. By going beyond the monolithic conceptualization of both smartphone use motivation and time, we seek to obtain increased specificity in our understanding of the ways that smartphones shape adolescent development and thus facilitate relevant intervention work to be more targeted.

Problematic smartphone use

Excessive and maladaptive use of smartphone has been generally conceptualized within a biomedical framework as a subtype of addictive disorders that resembles Internet addiction (Petry & O’Brien, 2013). However, the conceptualization of problematic smartphone use or Internet addiction has been challenged such that the Internet or the smartphone may be just the vector or “delivery mechanism” for a variety of problematic behaviors (e.g., excessive gaming) rather than the problematic behaviors per se (Starcevic & Aboujaoude, 2017). Essentially, this is a spectrum hypothesis that technology-mediated behaviors can be theorized as within “a spectrum of related, yet relatively distinct disorders that may share common and unique etiological factors.” (Baggio et al., 2018, p. 6).

Notably, Baggio et al. (2018) tested this hypothesis using a network analysis in a representative sample of 3,404 Swiss young men. They found that Internet addiction was often connected with other problematic behaviors and should be treated as an “umbrella construct” rather than a specific type of addictive behavior, whereas smartphone addiction, along with gaming addiction and cybersex addiction, was identified as an independent construct and a distinct type of addictive behaviors. In accordance with Baggio et al.’s findings, in the present study we conceptualized smartphone addiction as a special type of addictive behaviors that merit more independent examinations. As such, we adopted the term “problematic smartphone use” and used the 9 clinical criteria for Internet Gaming Disorder from DSM-5 to assess the PSU (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).

Smartphone use motivations and behaviors

The uses and gratifications (U & G) theory (Katz et al., 1974) assumes that people are active agents in using media and tend to choose and use media based on their own evaluation. This audience-centered proposition indicates that individuals’ media use behaviors are primarily driven by their own needs (Rubin, 2009). Accordingly, it is impossible to adequately understand people’s media use behaviors without...
examining the motivations underlying such behaviors (Park, Kim, Shon, & Shim, 2013; Rubin, 1983, 2009).

Empirical studies have identified multiple types of motivations for media use behaviors (Gan & Li, 2018; Wei, 2008; Yee, 2007). In general, such motivations can be classified into two categories: the habitual (or ritualistic) motivations and the instrumental (or content) motivations (Swanson, 1992). Habitual motivations refer to using the media habitually to spend time for companionship, entertainment, and/or personal identity (e.g., personal reference, reality exploration, and value reinforcement), whereas instrumental motivations refer to using the media for information seeking and/or making arrangements (Livaditi, Vassilopoulou, Lougos, & Chorianopoulos, 2003; Rubin, 2009). Research on Chinese adolescents (Gan & Li, 2018; Ha, Kim, Saenz, Chang, & Park, 2015; Mak et al., 2014) identified some specific types of smartphone use motivations, including self-expression motivations (i.e., to gain acceptance and recognition of others by maintaining or improving self-images; Dominick, 1999; Schlenker & Leary, 1982), hedonic motivations (i.e., to gain pleasurable or joyful experience; Ha et al., 2015), and social relationship motivations (i.e., to establish and maintain social connections with others; Korgaonkar & Wolin, 1999).

To date, a handful of studies have examined the links between smartphone use motivations and PSU with regional, non-representative Chinese samples but yielded mixed results (Chen et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2015; Zhen, Liu, Hong, & Zhou, 2019). For example, Zhen et al. (2019) found that Chinese middle school students with higher levels of social relationship motivation and escape motivation (i.e., use smartphone to escape from problems in reality) tended to engage in more PSU, but these associations were alleviated by the positive parent-child or teacher-student relationships. However, Chen et al. (2017) found that hedonic motivation and peer pressure motivation (i.e., use smartphone due to peer pressure) were positively associated with PSU whereas social relationship motivation was not related to PSU among Chinese university students. As such, the sparseness of relevant research and the inconsistency in existing results call for more examinations based on high-quality Chinese samples to more systematically investigate the associations between smartphone use motivations and PSU.

The potential mediating role of smartphone use time
Note that in recent years some researchers have advocated the assessment of use time rather than addictive symptoms to screen substance use disorder or Internet use and gaming disorders (Kraus, 2015). This recommendation is primarily based on two considerations: (a) the duration of use time is a critical component of addiction, and (b) individuals tend to under-report their symptoms when filling out self-reported addiction scales due to the worries of stigmatization (Rehm, Probst, Kraus, & Lev-Ran, 2014). However, some empirical studies suggested that use time may not be an accurate or sufficient proxy of addictive or problematic Internet use, given that the two do not overlap/correlate to a large extent (Baggio et al., 2016; Baggio, Iglesias, Berchtold, & Suris, 2017). For instance, in a sample of 3,054 Swiss adolescents, Baggio et al. (2017) found that (a) the associations between various assessments of Internet use frequency (e.g., use time) and addiction were low to moderate; and (b) the association between addiction and wellbeing (e.g., depression; the co-morbid symptoms) were higher than those for indicators of Internet use and wellbeing. As such, the use time ought to be considered as one factor or antecedent of problematic or addictive media use.

Consistent with this notion of use time as a contributing factor to problematic media use, the increases in the smartphone use time may likely elevate the likelihood of PSU (Billieux, 2012). Moreover, the U & G theory suggests that motivations could induce and maintain individuals’ engagement in smartphone use (Blumer, 1979; Rubin, 2009; Ruggiero, 2018), which is primarily reflected in the increased amount of time that individuals would devote to using smartphones when they are highly motivated to use smartphones to achieve certain goals. Thus, smartphone use time may serve as a linking mechanism for the association between smartphone use motivations and PSU. In support of this notion, individuals’ instrumental, social relationship, and self-presence motivations were found to be associated positively with the amount of time that individuals may spend on social networking like Facebook (Alhabash et al., 2012; Hong & Chui, 2016; Koc & Gulyagi, 2013). Smartphone use time has also been found to be related positively to PSU (Haug et al., 2015; Khang et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2015). However, the potential mediating role of smartphone use time in the link between smartphone use motivation and PSU has not yet been tested.

Moreover, contemporary scholars advocate specifying the distinct roles of individuals’ smartphone use behaviors (e.g., specific smartphone use time for various activities) to obtain a more nuanced understanding of how daily smartphone use behaviors contribute to PSU (Billieux, 2012; Van Deursen et al., 2015). Jeong et al. (2016) found in a sample of 944 South Korean children that those who used smartphone for social networking and entertainment were more susceptible to the development of PSU as compared to those who used smartphone for learning. Likewise, Bae (2017) also found that smartphone use for purposeless information-seeking, entertainment, and gaming predicted PSU, whereas smartphone uses for communication (e.g., mobile social network services and instant messenger) were not associated with PSU among Korean middle and high school students. The current study extended these studies by examining adolescents’ smartphone use time for learning, entertainment, and communication in the associations between smartphone use motivations and PSU in order to add more specificity in terms of the specific mechanisms for associations between various motivations and PSU.

Overall, based on existing literature, we hypothesized that hedonic and social relationship motivations would be associated positively with PSU, whereas instrumental...
motivation would be associated negatively with PSU. We also expected that smartphone use time for entertainment and communication would mediate the associations between PSU and various types of motivations, especially for hedonic and social relationship motivations. In addition, it is possible that smartphone use time for learning would serve as a linking mechanism for the association between instrumental motivation and PSU. Last, given the lack of prior studies examining self-expression motivations, the relevant examination in the present study was exploratory and no specific hypotheses was offered for its associations with smartphone use time and PSU.

METHOD

Participants and Procedures

A national survey was conducted among Chinese children, adolescents and their parents. We used the Probability Proportionate to Size Sampling (PPS; Brewer & Gregoire, 2009) method and administrated the questionnaires to parents and children (from the first to the ninth grade) from 31 provinces, autonomous regions, and municipalities across mainland China. The sampling frame was developed by stratifying all cities and counties on the basis of geographic locations (east, central, or west), economic developmental levels (high, medium, or low), levels of urbanization (urban or not) based on the national census data (Ministry of Education of the People’s Republic of China, 2017a,b). To obtain a nationally representative sample, a sampling strategy proportional to districts was used. The research protocol was approved by the institutional review board at Beijing Normal University (No. 2017-0902).

Participants were invited through two ways. The collaborative survey company invited and informed the selected individuals to participate in the survey through phone calls. The survey company also contacted local schools and sent invitations with the assistance of school administrators. A secure online questionnaire link was sent by SMS or e-mail to participants whose consent had been obtained. Given that first to third graders may have difficulties in adequately understanding and independently completing the questionnaires, only parents were invited to complete the parent questionnaire in which the smartphone use motivation, smartphone use time, and PSU were not measured. Notably, it was from the 4th grade that the smartphone use motivation or PSU were examined self-expression motivations, the relevant examination in the present study was exploratory and no specific hypotheses was offered for its associations with smartphone use time and PSU.

Over 100,000 phone calls and invitations were randomly sent out, and ultimately, 11,214 questionnaires were collected (response rate was about 10%) and 11,199 provided valid responses, with 15 duplicate cases removed. In addition, 2,938 participants were removed from the current analytic sample because they did not attend 4th grade and thus did not have self-reported data on smartphone use motivation, smartphone use time, or PSU. The demographic characteristics of the current sample are displayed in Table 1.

Measures

Smartphone use motivations. A 13-item scale for smartphone use motivations based on prior studies of smartphone use motivations was used (Gan & Li, 2018; Lo & Leung, 2009; Wang et al., 2015). This scale was intended to assess four types of smartphone use motivations: instrumental (1 item, “I use smartphone to expand my knowledge or acquire the information”), self-expression (3 items, e.g., “I use smartphone to show my strengths”), hedonic (5 items, e.g., “I use smartphone to pass time and entertain myself”) and social relationship motivations (4 items, e.g., “I use smartphone to get in touch with my old friends”). Items were rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (very much unlike me) to 5 (very much like me).

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was conducted to validate the construct validity of this scale. The designated 4-factor model demonstrated an acceptable model fit to the data: $\chi^2 (60) = 2,567.621, P < 0.001; \text{RMSEA} = 0.076$ with a 90% confidence interval (CI) [0.073, 0.078]; $\text{CFA} = 0.925$; and $\text{SRMR} = 0.046$. Factor loadings ranged from 0.44 to 0.80 ($ps < 0.001$) and the correlations between these four motivations were between 0.27 and 0.83 (ps < 0.001). Because Cronbach’s $\alpha$ has been criticized for its biased estimation for reliability (Green & Yang, 2008; Sijtsma, 2008; Zimmerman, Zumbo, & Lalonde, 1993), researchers proposed the composite reliability as a more robust way to estimate the reliability for scales (Bentler, 2009; Raykov, 1997). In the current study, composite reliabilities for self-expression, hedonic, and social relationship motivation were 0.81, 0.76, and 0.78, respectively.

Smartphone use time for various activities. Adolescents reported smartphone use time for various activities (“What’s your average amount time of smartphone use (minutes) for certain Applications during last week?”), which included smartphone use time for learning (1 item, learning and educational Apps), for entertainment (4 items, including Apps of online games, video watching and music listening, short videos and live streaming, animation comic game (ACG), and other forms of entertainment; items were averaged and used in the analyses), and for communication (1 item, Apps of social networking and instant messaging). Reports of excessive specific smartphone use time (beyond 3 SD) were removed. Specifically, 63 reports of smartphone use time for learning, 58 reports of smartphone use time for entertainment, 125 reports of smartphone use time for communication were removed. The composite reliability was 0.93 in this study.

Problematic smartphone use. The nine clinical criteria for Internet Gaming Disorder from DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) was modified to assess PSU. Participants responded “1 = yes” or “2 = no” for each item (e.g., “Whether have you deceived family members, or friends regarding the amount of smartphone use time?”). Given that
the scale used here was binary measured and the conventional coefficient alpha may underestimate the reliability for this type of scales, we adopted a more robust approach of estimating the reliability using latent variable modeling by Raykov, Dimitrov, and Asparouhov (2010) for the scale with dichotomous items. Using this method for estimation, the reliability coefficient of the scale was 0.80. CFA was conducted to validate the construct validity of this scale. The one-factor model demonstrated an adequate model fit to the data: $\chi^2 (27) = 616.912, P < 0.001$; RMSEA = 0.055 with a 90% confidence interval (CI) [0.051, 0.059]; CFA = 0.969. Factor loadings ranged from 0.60 to 0.79 ($ps < 0.001$). Given the original cutoff of 5 out of 9 items, 2,948 (valid percent = 40.4%) adolescents were deemed to be addictive smartphone users; however, this statistic should be interpreted with caution given the screening rather than diagnostic nature of the scale.

Demographic covariates. Covariates include: Adolescents’ age in years, gender (“1 = boy” or “2 = girl”), grade (first to ninth grade), and parents’ relationship with adolescent children (“1 = father”, “2 = mother”, “3 = other guardian”), age in years, and educational levels (“1 = middle school or below”, “2 = high school”, “3 = junior college”, “4 = undergraduate”, or “5 = graduate or above”), family income, and living district location (“1 = middle province”, “2 = west province”, “3 = coastal province”, or “4 = municipality”) and type (“1 = city”, “2 = suburb”, or “3 = county”). These variables were considered given their associations with study variables (Beison & Rademacher, 2017; Chen et al., 2017; Van Deursen et al., 2015).

Analytic Approach

Hypotheses were tested using structural equation modeling via Mplus 7.4 (Muthén & Muthén, 1992–2015). Full Information Maximum Likelihood estimation was used to handle missing data. Model adequacy was evaluated with multiple indices: the non-significant chi-square with its degree of freedom ($\chi^2$), the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA; acceptable < 0.08, good < 0.05) with its 90% confidence interval (CI), the comparative fit index (CFI; acceptable > 0.90, good > 0.95), and the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR; acceptable < 0.08, good < 0.05) (Kline, 2015). However, when the sample size is large, a significant $\chi^2$ should be often expected (Byrne, 2013). Indirect effects were assessed using bootstrapping (Preacher & Hayes, 2008). The standard errors (S.E.) and confidence intervals (CIs) for indirect effects were based on 2,000 bootstrap resamples.

Ethics

This study was approved by the institutional review board at Beijing Normal University, China (IRB #2017-0902), with all the participants providing electronic or written informed consent.

RESULTS

Descriptive statistics and correlations of key variables and covariates are shown in Table 2. Most of the correlations...
between key variables were in the expected directions. The potential differential mediating roles of specific smartphone use time in the association between smartphone use motivations and PSU were examined (Fig. 1). This model demonstrated a good fit: $\chi^2 (177) = 3274.986$, $P < 0.001$; RMSEA = 0.046 with a 90% CI, [0.045, 0.047]; CFA = 0.926; and SRMR = 0.030. Instrumental motivation ($\beta = -0.232$, $P < 0.001$), hedonic motivation ($\beta = 0.418$, $P < 0.001$), and social relationship motivation ($\beta = -0.167$, $P < 0.001$) were directly associated with PSU.

Furthermore, the indirect pathways were examined by the bias-corrected bootstrapped estimates (Table 3). Instrumental motivation was negatively associated with PSU via smartphone use time for learning ($\beta = -0.031$, $P < 0.001$), entertainment ($\beta = -0.010$, $P < 0.001$), and communication ($\beta = -0.004$, $P < 0.05$). Specifically, instrumental motivation was positively associated with smartphone use time for learning ($\beta = 0.102$, $P < 0.001$) which was negatively associated with PSU ($\beta = -0.303$, $P < 0.001$); instrumental motivation was negatively associated with smartphone use time for entertainment ($\beta = -0.063$, $P < 0.001$) and communication ($\beta = -0.040$, $P < 0.05$) which were both positively associated with PSU ($\beta = 0.162$, $P < 0.001$, for entertainment; $\beta = 0.107$, $P < 0.001$, for communication).

The indirect effects between self-expression motivation and PSU via smartphone use time for learning ($\beta = -0.048$, $P < 0.001$) and entertainment ($\beta = 0.008$, $P < 0.05$) were significant. Self-expression motivation was positively associated with smartphone use time for learning ($\beta = 0.160$, $P < 0.001$) and entertainment ($\beta = 0.051$, $P < 0.05$), which, in turn, predicted less and more PSU, respectively.

As for hedonic motivation, it was indirectly and positively associated with PSU via smartphone use time for entertainment ($\beta = 0.028$, $P < 0.001$) and communication ($\beta = 0.016$, $P < 0.01$). Hedonic motivation significantly increased the time spent on entertainment ($\beta = 0.172$, $P < 0.001$) and communication ($\beta = 0.152$, $P = 0.001$) which were both positively associated with PSU. In terms of effect sizes, standardized indirect effects 0.01 were interpreted as “small”, 0.09 as “medium”, and 0.25 as “large” (Kenny, 2012). The magnitudes of all the currently identified indirect effects were between “small” and “medium.”

**DISCUSSION**

Most teenagers use smartphones in their daily lives to communicate with each other (e.g., call, send messages, e-mails) or to have fun (e.g., watch videos and play games) but rarely use smartphone to engage in academic activities (e.g., finding learning materials) (Jacobsen & Forste, 2011). Given that Chinese parents and teachers tend to be more focused on children’s academic performance (Bai, Ma, Liu, Zhang, & Rasool, 2019), a better understanding of various types of smartphone use motivations (including academic and non-academic motivations) and how these motivations relate to their smartphone use and PSU will provide insights for parents and teachers as well as policy makers to promote their instrumental use rather than entertainment use.

Using data from a large, nationally representative sample of Chinese adolescents, the current study examined the
associations between various types of smartphone use motivation and PSU and tested the mediating roles of smartphone use time for various activities in such associations. We found that the direct association between instrumental motivation and PSU was negative, whereas hedonic motivation could directly and positively predict PSU. In terms of the mediating roles of smartphone use time for various activities, instrumental motivation was associated negatively with PSU via more time spent on learning and less time spent on entertainment and communication; self-expression motivation was associated negatively with PSU via more time spent on learning and less time spent on entertainment and communication; and social relationship motivation was associated negatively with PSU via more time spent on learning and less time spent on entertainment and communication.

**Figure 1.** Model results for the associations among different types of smartphone use motivation and PSU, with smartphone use time spent on various activities tested as potential mediators. Note: Only significant pathways are depicted for clarity. Standardized coefficients are reported. The lines and coefficients for correlations among smartphone use motivations, specific smartphone use time, and covariates are omitted for clarity. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001 (two-tailed)

**Table 3.** Specific indirect effects for indirect pathways based on bias-corrected bootstrapped estimates (Specific smartphone use time as mediators)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific indirect pathways tested</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instrumental motivation → PSU</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPUT-Learning</td>
<td>-0.074</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>[-0.103, -0.049]</td>
<td>-0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPUT-Entertainment</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>[-0.039, -0.014]</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPUT-Communication</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>[-0.022, 0.003]</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-expression motivation → PSU</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPUT-Learning</td>
<td>-0.138</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>[-0.189, -0.093]</td>
<td>-0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPUT-Entertainment</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>[0.004, 0.050]</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPUT-Communication</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>[-0.018, 0.013]</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hedonic motivation → PSU</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPUT-Learning</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>[-0.113, 0.092]</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPUT-Entertainment</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>[0.059, 0.169]</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPUT-Communication</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>[0.029, 0.116]</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social relationship motivation → PSU</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPUT-Learning</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>[-0.070, 0.067]</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPUT-Entertainment</td>
<td>-0.020</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>[-0.057, 0.012]</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPUT-Communication</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>[-0.029, 0.023]</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Bolded indirect pathways were significant based on bias-corrected bootstrapped 95% confidence interval (CI). PSU, problematic smartphone use; MPUTL, smartphone use time for learning; MPUTE, smartphone use time for entertainment; MPUTC, smartphone use time for communication; $b$, unstandardized coefficient; SE, standard error; CI, confidence interval for the unstandardized coefficient; $\beta$, standardized coefficient.
expression motivation was associated positively with time spent on learning and entertainment, which, in turn, predicted PSU; hedonic motivation was associated positively with PSU by increasing the time spent on entertainment and communication. These findings contribute to the literature by adding greater specificity in our understanding of the implications of mobile phone use motivations and time in the etiology of PSU during the critical life stage of adolescence in a Chinese cultural context.

The Association between Smartphone use Motivations and PSU

The identified negative associations between instrumental motivation and PSU converge with those of previous studies (Khang et al., 2013; Park, 2005). Adolescents with high levels of instrumental motivation are goal-oriented and may use smartphones as a tool to interact with the outside world (Livaditi et al., 2003; Rubin, 2009; Song, LaRose, Eastin, & Lin, 2004). They would keep away from the smartphone after achieving their goals (e.g., searching for information or learning), which would decrease the risk for the development of PSU. In contrast, adolescents with high levels of hedonic motivation tend to indulge into the virtual world via smartphone given that their gratifications directly come from the medium itself (Rubin, 1984, 2009; Song et al., 2004). Therefore, their affinity with the smartphone may be more likely to lead to PSU as a result.

Inconsistent with previous studies (Chen et al., 2017; Khang et al., 2013; Zhen et al., 2019), a negative direct association between social relationship motivation and PSU was identified. Note that Chinese adolescents use smartphones mainly to keep in touch with their family or close friends rather than making new friends or communicating with strangers (Ji et al., 2018). In fact, these two forms of relationship connections are labeled as “strong ties” and “weak ties,” respectively (Ellison, Steinfield, & Lampe, 2007). As revealed in prior research, people engaging in strong ties would be more likely to receive sufficient social support (Gilbert & Karahalios, 2009; Heaney & Israel, 2008), which would reduce their risk for developing PSU (Shaw & Gant, 2004; Wang, Zhang, & Zeng, 2019). Future studies differentiating these two forms of social relationship motivation and their respective, unique associations with PSU are needed to provide a more nuanced understanding of under what circumstances and with what motivations to keep social ties with others via smartphone would contribute to PSU.

The Mediating Roles of Smartphone use Time for Various Activities

The current study further examined the mediating roles of the specific smartphone use time. First, people with high levels of instrumental motivation were less likely to develop PSU by enhancing the time spent on learning and by decreasing the time spent on entertainment and communication. It makes sense given that instrumental motivation in Chinese adolescents is mostly learning-based (i.e., using smartphone to expand knowledge) and these goal-oriented adolescents would turn to other activities instead of still wallowing in smartphone uses when knowledge or information has been obtained (Livaditi et al., 2003; Rubin, 2009; Song et al., 2004).

Second, self-expression motivation predicted longer time spent on learning, which, in turn, would decrease the chance of PSU. Given the extremely fierce competitions in the Chinese academic contexts and long-term traditions in considering bringing glory and honor to family through the achievement of academic success, adolescents may be driven by their self-presence motivations to using smartphone to facilitate their learning (Watkins, 2007, 2010). Their determination in achieving high performance and self-control in using smartphone in learning rather than entertainment could significantly decrease their risk in developing PSU (Jeong et al., 2016; Ross & Broh, 2000). Meanwhile, self-expression motivation related positively to the time spent on entertainment (e.g., online gaming), which, in turn, was associated positively with PSU. Online gaming may enable another way of self-expression by creating an online self-image adolescents desire and/or comparing with others to demonstrate their capacities (Park & Chung, 2011; Walther & Burgoon, 1992). By this way, this self-expression motivation would make adolescents more committed to online game (Park & Chung, 2011), which could further lead to PSU (Khang et al., 2013).

Finally, hedonic motivation was associated positively with PSU by increasing the time spent on entertainment and communication. Nowadays, Chinese adolescents are facing enormous stress from academic demands and interpersonal issues (Chen et al., 2016; Liu & Lu, 2012). To alleviate potential negative moods associated with stress (Kardefelt-Winther, 2014; Kim, 2017; Wang et al., 2015), their hedonic motivation would be highly activated to engage in online gaming or social networking via smartphones (Gan & Li, 2018; Ha et al., 2015; Khang et al., 2013). However, escaping from the reality and immersing in the virtual reality might ultimately render PSU (Kardefelt-Winther, 2014; Wang et al., 2015).

Importantly, as discussed earlier, smartphone may not be just a vector for a variety of problematic behaviors and PSU should be treated as a distinct type of addictive behaviors (Baggio et al., 2018). However, the current identification of differentiated mediating roles of smartphone use time for different activities suggests that future studies may consider specifying some subtypes of PSU, like problematic smartphone gaming. Research in such directions may help obtain a more nuanced understanding of the associations between smartphone use time and PSU.

Limitations and Future Directions

Limitations of the present study and directions for future research should be noted. First, smartphone use motivations are dynamic in nature and may vary across different specific smartphone applications. In the current study we adapted a scale originally developed for assessing social media and
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Our results demonstrated that adolescents’ different smartphone use motivations as well as smartphone use time for various activities would distinctively affect their susceptibility to PSU. Thus, both smartphone use motivations and time should be taken into account to reduce adolescents’ risk for PSU. Given the central focus on academic achievement in the Chinese society, Chinese parents and teachers tend to forbid children’s smartphone use without considering the various types of smartphone use motivation and use for different activities (Bai et al., 2019). Based on our findings, Chinese parents and teachers should instruct adolescents to more engage in learning activities with the assistance of smartphones rather than excessive entertainment activities. In fact, Chinese adolescents should be informed that excessive entertainment use of smartphone may undermine their mastery goals orientation (i.e., the focus is on developing rather than demonstrating competence), which is essential for their future success (Bai et al., 2019; Dweck, 2013). Moreover, we may not only pay attention to adolescents’ overall amount of smartphone use time, but also consider the sub-amount of smartphone use time for various activities for more targeted interventions, especially monitoring the time on entertainment and communication (Bae, 2017; Jeong et al., 2016; Salehan & Negahban, 2013).
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